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ABSTRACT

In its basic form, phase contrast imaging (PCI) provides line-integrated measurements of electron density fluctuations in plasmas. As turbu-
lent fluctuations in magnetically confined plasmas have wave vectors almost perpendicular to the background magnetic field, the signals
scattered by fluctuations from different parts of the PCI line-of-sight (LoS) are spatially separated in focal planes of the plasma. This allows
localized PCI measurements by placing a mask in such a plane, to only permit signals from specific parts of the LoS to reach the PCI detec-
tors. The present paper describes modeling and design of localization masks for the PCI system at the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator as
well as the first results obtained using the masks in the recent long-pulse W7-X experimental campaign. During this project, we have
extended the theory describing the mask response within the Fraunhofer diffraction model. As a novel development, we show from first prin-
ciples that the mask response is determined by the fraction of power of the scattered beam spots that passes the mask. These insights have
been used to select the W7-X mask design, consisting of a circular cutout, allowing the unscattered beam spot to pass the mask, with wedges
covering a fixed angular range outside the central cutout. In the recent W7-X experimental campaign, the masks have verified the location
of the main turbulence features observed by the PCI system and provided new information about the location of short-wavelength magneto-
hydrodynamic modes.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0197958

I. INTRODUCTION

As the largest neoclassically optimized stellarator currently in
operation, Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) plays a key role in advancing the
understanding of stellarator turbulence, which effectively determines
energy and particle transport in most W7-X plasma scenarios.1,2 The
phase contrast imaging (PCI) system is a major core turbulence diag-
nostic at W7-X,3,4 resolving the fluctuating electron density, ~ne, using
the laser phase contrast method.5 Specifically, PCI provides line-
integrated measurements of ~ne along the line-of-sight (LoS) of a laser
beam intersecting the plasma center.3,4,6,7 Two linear 32-element
detectors observe the line-integrated ~ne along a quasi-poloidal direc-
tion.3,4,6,7 This complements other core ~ne diagnostics at W7-X, such
as Doppler reflectometry8 and the planned heavy ion beam probe
(HIBP).9 Doppler reflectometry provides localized measurements of

the relative density fluctuations at specific wave vectors, k, and posi-
tions, determined by the directions and frequencies of the injected
microwave beams as well as the plasma profile and magnetic configu-
ration.8 The HIBP will also provide localized measurements of ~ne at
three positions simultaneously, depending on the beam acceleration
voltage, electrostatic steering plate settings, and magnetic field configu-
ration.9 Doppler reflectometry and the HIBP further cannot measure
turbulence in high density plasma regions, due to the fixed cutoff den-
sity at a fixed frequency and magnetic field strength for the former8

and a low signal-to-noise ratio for the latter.9 By contrast, PCI is capa-
ble of measuring the line-integrated ~ne virtually independent of the
magnetic field configuration and background plasma parameters. The
larger number of detector elements additionally means that PCI mea-
surements cover a larger region of k space than Doppler reflectometry
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or the HIBP. Thus, PCI is capable of characterizing magnetic configu-
ration effects on turbulence for a large range of plasma parameters10 as
well as measuring Alfv�en eigenmodes.3,4,11,12 To enhance PCI capabili-
ties at W7-X, the ability to locate the region of origin of the signal is,
however, highly desirable.

The radial distribution of ~ne can be inferred indirectly from
PCI. This may be done by combining experiments with reversed
equilibrium magnetic fields and theoretical modeling,6 reproduc-
tion of measured signals using synthetic PCI techniques,6,7,13–15

and mapping the measured signal along specific directions to spe-
cific plasma regions.5,15–20 The regions from which the various PCI
signal features at W7-X originate have previously been explored in
electron cyclotron resonance heated (ECRH) plasmas.6,7 Such
investigations indicate that the majority of the PCI signal origi-
nates from the region around the maximum of the rotational speed
due to the neoclassical radial electric field, Er,

6 and that the rotation
direction is linked to the signal from the inboard or outboard
side.6,7 In nonstandard scenarios, e.g., during improved perfor-
mance after pellet injection,1,2 localization by this method is
ambiguous, as multiple characteristic phase velocities are
observed.21 To improve the understanding of turbulence in such
scenarios, it is necessary to augment the W7-X PCI system with the
ability to localize ~ne based on less scenario-specific methods.

Two general methods of localizing a PCI signal have been estab-
lished previously. The first method uses a two-dimensional detector
array to extract the direction of the fluctuations through data analysis
techniques, which can then be mapped to specific parts of the LoS.17,19

At LHD,17,19 localization down to approximately 10% of the minor
radius is, thus, possible using maximum entropy data analysis meth-
ods.19 A similar effect can be obtained for steady-state plasmas by
scanning a one-channel detector in a two-dimensional pattern, which
was also demonstrated at LHD.22 Such a scanning detector has been
installed at W7-X and will be compared with the second method in a

future publication. The second method involves only permitting parts
of the signal with specific fluctuation directions to reach the PCI detec-
tors,23 by placing a mask in a focal plane of the laser beam.4,5,15,18,20

This method has been demonstrated at Heliotron E,5 Alcator
C-Mod,16 DIII-D,18 and TCV,15 and some preliminary investigations
were carried out in previous W7-X experimental campaigns as well.4

Earlier studies mainly utilized simple mask designs with a straight slit
of constant width.4,5,15,16,18 Such masks provide good localization while
allowing a significant fraction of the PCI signal to pass, but complicate
the interpretation of the data.4,18 In this paper, we, therefore, investi-
gate the performance of alternative mask designs numerically and ana-
lytically using synthetic PCI techniques7,15 to obtain mask results that
can be interpreted in a straightforward manner. These mask designs
have been manufactured and tested during the first long-pulse W7-X
experimental campaign.24 We report the mask results and compare
them with theoretical expectations from synthetic PCI7 as well as a
novel simplified model.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the theory of
PCI localization masks, including the newly developed simplified mask
model. Section III presents the numerical and analytical investigations
used for the W7-X mask design. Section IV shows comparisons of PCI
mask measurements from the first long-pulse W7-X experimental
campaign24 with the simplified model. Finally, Sec. V presents our
conclusions and an outlook.

II. THEORY

A detailed theoretical description of the operating principle of the
W7-X PCI diagnostic is given in Ref. 7. We, therefore, focus on the
details required for modeling the system including a mask and refer to
Ref. 7 for further details. A schematic of the W7-X PCI system with a
mask is seen in Fig. 1. The PCI system is described using the
Fraunhofer diffraction model of Refs. 7, 15, and 25. In this framework,
the electric field of the PCI laser beam after passing the plasma and an

FIG. 1. Schematic of the essential components of the W7-X PCI system when operating with a localization mask. Trajectories of the unscattered and scattered signal compo-
nents are marked by the orange and blue beams, respectively. A laser beam, with electric field profile E0 and vacuum wavelength k0, passes through the W7-X plasma from
the inboard to the outboard side and is cut by a circular aperture of radius a, yielding an electric field Ea. Next, the beam is focused onto a phase plate, possessing a groove
width dp, by a large OAP with focal length F. After passing the phase plate, the beam reaches a small OAP, which forms telescope of magnification MOAP with the large OAP.
The magnified beam is then focused onto the mask, possessing a central opening of dm, by a lens with focal length Flens. Finally, the beam is imaged onto the detector array by
additional optical elements. The net magnification of the optical system is M.
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aperture (defined by the port liner with radius a ¼ 42mm at W7-X,7

cf. Fig. 1) is

Ea ¼ PaE0 e
i/: (1)

Here, Pa is the pupil function of the aperture, with a value of one
inside the opening and zero outside the opening, E0 is the laser beam
electric field profile, and / (/ the line-integrated ~ne along the LoS

7) is
the phase shift introduced by passing through the plasma. Next, the
laser beam is focused onto the phase plate and mask, seen in Fig. 1. In
the phase plate and mask focal planes, the electric field profile is
proportional to the Fourier transform of Ea, defined as FðEaÞ
¼ Ðall x?Ea e�ik0 �x? dx?, where x? is the position coordinate perpendic-

ular to the beam axis in the plasma and k0 is the wave vector of the
Fourier mode. The phase plate and mask introduce transfer functions,
Tp and Pm, respectively, such that the profile after passing the last ele-
ment is / TpPmFðEaÞ. As suggested by the notation, Pm is the pupil
function of the mask. The phase plate is an essential component of any
PCI system, shifting the phase of small-k0 components hitting a central
groove on the phase plate by 6p=2 relative to large-k0 components
outside the groove. This effectively converts the phase shift due to ~ne

in Eq. (1) into an amplitude modulation, which can be imaged by stan-
dard infrared detectors, as demonstrated in Subsection IIA and Ref. 7.
The transfer function of the grooved mirror phase plate at W7-X (cf.
Fig. 1) is Tp ¼ i

ffiffiffi
q

p Pk02groove þ Pk0 62 groove, with q ¼ 0:28 being the
fraction of beam power reflected by the phase plate groove.3,4,7 All mask-
related results also hold when Tp ¼�i

ffiffiffi
q

p Pk02groove þPk0 62groove, which
we indicate by setting Tp ¼6i

ffiffiffi
q

p Pk02groove þPk0 62 groove in the follow-
ing. Finally, the beam is imaged onto detectors placed at an image plane
of the plasma, as seen in Fig. 1. In the image plane, the electric field pro-
file is proportional to the inverse Fourier transform of TpPmFðEaÞ,
defined as F�1½TpPmFðEaÞ�¼½1=ð2pÞ2�Ðallk0TpPmFðEaÞeik0 �x? dk0.
Following Ref. 7, the variable net magnification of the PCI system, M,
given by the ratio of distances in the plasma to distances in the detector
image plane (cf. Fig. 1 and Refs. 4 and 7) is used to scale distances in the
image plane to be equal to those in the plasma. The electric field profile
in the scaled image plane is

Eim ¼ ei/imF�1 TpPmFðEaÞ
� �

; (2)

with /im being the phase shift in the PCI system after the plasma. The
full PCI signal is computed by integrating the beam intensity,
Iim ¼ jEimj2=ð2g0Þ ¼ jF�1½TpPmFðEaÞ�j2=ð2g0Þ, where g0 is the

impedance of vacuum, over the PCI detector elements scaled by M,
while applying the detector response functions, as described in Ref. 7.

A. Simplified model

Although Eq. (2) describes the PCI response when a mask is
placed in a focal plane within the theoretical framework of Refs. 7, 15,
and 25 it does not immediately reveal the localization properties. We,
therefore, develop a simplified model based on a few generally valid
assumptions. We first assume that / ¼ /0 þ ~/, where /0 is a back-
ground phase shift, varying slowly across the laser beam, and ~/ is a
fluctuating phase shift, satisfying j~/j � 1. With these assumptions,
ei/ � ei/0ð1þ i~/Þ and ei/0 can be considered constant across the laser
beam.25 We further consider the response to a real Fourier mode,
~/ ¼ A eik�x? þ A� e�ik�x? , where k is the fluctuation wave vector and
A is the mode amplitude, satisfying jAj � 1. Inserting the above
expressions in Eq. (1) and performing a Fourier transform then yields

FðEaÞ�ei/0 FðPaE0ÞþiAFðPaE0Þðk0�kÞþiA�FðPaE0Þðk0þkÞ� �
;

(3)

where FðPaE0Þðk0 6 kÞ denote FðPaE0Þ with k0 replaced by k0 6 k,
respectively. Equation (3) shows that the initial beam pattern in the focal
plane can be approximated by the Fourier transform of the laser beam
pattern truncated by the aperture, FðPaE0Þ, and the same pattern cen-
tered around k, iAFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞ, and �k; iA�FðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞ;
the latter two beam spots are scattered by the fluctuation (cf. Figs. 1–3).
We next compute TpPmFðEaÞ, assuming that the unscattered beam spot
is fully contained in the phase plate groove and that the scattered beam
spots are fully outside the phase plate groove.With this assumption

FIG. 2. ~ne in magnetically confined plasmas have k almost perpendicular to B.
Furthermore, the k observed by a PCI system is perpendicular to the laser LoS,
making its direction a function of the pitch angle of B, as illustrated on the left.
Signals due to fluctuations at different parts of the LoS are, thus, spatially separated
in focal planes of the plasma, as illustrated on the right. Localization is obtained by
placing a mask in such a plane cutting off the signal outside the region of interest.

FIG. 3. Illustration of the mask and phase plate used at W7-X in k0 space. The cen-
tral mask cutout covers k0 < kmask, while the phase plate slit covers jk0x j < kmin; for
the W7-X mask design kmask ¼ kmin. Outside the central cutout, the mask has two
wedge openings with constant half-opening angles a. The angle between the mask
symmetry axis and the k0x axis is hmask. Unscattered and scattered beam spots
(orange and blue circles, respectively) are separated by a fluctuation wave vector k,
forming an angle h with the k0x axis. Using an effective Gaussian beam model, the
1/e intensity beam spot radius in k0 space is

ffiffiffi
2

p
=Weff .
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TpPmFðEaÞ � i ei/0Pm½6 ffiffiffi
q

p FðPaE0Þ þ AFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞ
þ A�FðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞ�: (4)

Plugging Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), we finally find

Eim � i eið/0þ/imÞf6 ffiffiffi
q

p F�1 PmFðPaE0Þ½ �
þ AF�1 PmFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞ� �
þ A�F�1 PmFðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞ� �g: (5)

To obtain a mask response function, we note that without a mask
(Pm ¼ 1), Eim � i eið/0þ/imÞPaE0 6

ffiffiffi
q

p þ A eik�x? þ A� e�ik�x?� �
. We,

therefore, fit Eq. (5) using a function of this form with different weights
for the unscattered (m0) and scattered (mk) beam spots,

Efit ¼ i eið/0þ/imÞPaE0 6m0
ffiffiffi
q

p þmkðA eik�x? þ A� e�ik�x?Þ
� �

: (6)

As shown in Appendix A, the least squares fit of Eq. (5) to Eq. (6)
gives

m0 ¼

ð
all k0 62mask

jFðPaE0Þj2 dk0ð
all k0

jF ðPaE0Þj2 dk0
; (7)

mk ¼

ð
all k0 62mask

jFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞj2 þ jFðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞj2
� �

dk0ð
all k0

jFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞj2 þ jFðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞj2
� �

dk0
:

(8)

From Eqs. (7) and (8), m0 and mk are the fractions of power of the
unscattered and scattered beam spots transmitted by the mask, respec-
tively. Inserting this in Eq. (6), the simplified mask model amounts to
multiplying the amplitude of the unscattered/scattered signal compo-
nent by the fraction of power in the corresponding beam spots trans-
mitted by the mask, proving the statements in Subsection IV A of Ref.
18. To model the effect of the mask on the PCI signal, we compute

Ifit ¼ jEfitj2
2g0

� jPaE0j2
2g0

m2
0q6mkm02

ffiffiffi
q

p ðA eik�x? þ A� e�ik�x?Þ
h i

:

(9)

Equation (9) shows that the simplified model is equivalent to employing
a model without a mask, such as the one in Refs. 6 and 7, if the DC
detector power is multiplied by M0 ¼ m2

0, and the AC detector power
of wave mode k is multiplied byMk ¼ mkm0. The localization proper-
ties are, thus, determined by mk , while m0 determines the noise level.7

Equation (9) implies that the signal-to-noise ratio is / 1=m0 (based on
Ref. 3) and that it is, therefore, beneficial to cut off a significant fraction
of the unscattered beam spot power using the mask. We do, however,
note that this will also cause increased diffraction of the beam spot,
reducing the ability of Eq. (9) to describe the actual PCI signal.

B. Localized phase contrast imaging in magnetically
confined plasmas

To apply the above models to the problem of obtaining localized
PCI measurements in magnetically confined plasmas, regardless of
geometry, we assume that the turbulent plasma fluctuations have k

almost perpendicular to the background magnetic field, B.18 As the k
observed by PCI is further perpendicular to the laser LoS, this makes
the angle of the observed k, h, a function of the pitch angle of B. Since
the pitch angle of B varies across the PCI LoS, each h can be mapped
to a specific region in the plasma, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus, by
installing a mask in a focal plane that only permits scattered beam
spots in a specific h range to pass, PCI measurements can be localized.

The variation of h across the central PCI LoS in different W7-X
magnetic field configurations is shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. 4. It is mono-
tonic, but relatively small for all configurations, being close to 5� on
the inboard side and ranging from 14� to 18� on the outboard side.4

Localization is, thus, mainly possible on the outboard side of W7-X, as
shown in Sec. III.

III. DESIGN AND MODELING OF LOCALIZATION MASKS
FOR W7-X

Before turning to the specific design used for localization masks
at W7-X, we determine the physical dimensions of a mask correspond-
ing to specific k values in the mask focal plane. A schematic of the
mask location in the W7-X PCI system is shown in Fig. 1. The mask is
located in a different focal plane than the phase plate. To determine
the dimensions of the mask corresponding to a particular k value, we
note that k can be mapped to positions on the phase plate, x?p, as
follows:4,18

x?p ¼ k0F
2p

k: (10)

Here, the origin of x?p is the center of the unscattered beam spot (cf.
Fig. 1), k0 ¼ 10:6 lm is the vacuum wavelength of the PCI laser beam,
and F ¼ 8000 ¼ 2:032m is the focal length of the large off-axis para-
bolic (OAP) mirror in front of the phase plate.7,18 Using Eq. (10), the
smallest k at the edge of the phase plate groove, kmin, is

kmin ¼ pdp
k0F

; (11)

where dp is the width of the phase plate groove. At W7-X,
dp ¼ 1:1mm,4 giving kmin ¼ 1:6 cm�1. As seen in Fig. 1, a small OAP
mirror is placed after the phase plate. The small OAP mirror forms a
telescope with the large OAP mirror, resulting in a collimated laser
beam magnified by MOAP ¼ 0:075 relative to the beam size in the
plasma after the small OAP mirror.4 Next, the magnified collimated
beam is focused onto the mask by a lens with focal length,
Flens ¼ 1600 ¼ 0:4064m. The wave vector corresponding to k in the
magnified beam is k=MOAP, and in the thin-lens approximation,26 the
effect of the lens is equivalent to that of the focusing mirror with
F ! Flens. Thus, the position corresponding to k in the mask plane,
x?m, becomes

x?m ¼ k0Flens
2pMOAP

k; (12)

with the origin of x?m being the center of the unscattered beam spot
(cf. Fig. 1). The k corresponding to the dimensions of a central cutout
required to allow the unscattered beam spot to pass through the mask,
kmask, is calculated similarly to Eq. (11),

kmask ¼ pMOAPdm
k0Flens

; (13)
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where dm is the diameter of a circular central mask cutout, or the width
of a straight mask groove (cf. Fig. 1). Taking the ratio of Eqs. (11) and
(13) allows dm to be expressed by dp,

dm ¼ kmask

kmin

Flens
F

dp
MOAP

: (14)

Setting kmin ¼ kmask, a value of dm ¼ 2:9mm is obtained at W7-X.
A number of localization mask designs were considered for W7-

X. In all cases, the mask properties could be understood based on the
response from Eqs. (7) and (8), combined with the mk model of
Appendix B. Two criteria were considered to be of primary importance
for the final mask design. First, the mask should allow the unscattered
beam spot to pass without significant clipping to minimize its effect on
the DC beam pattern, i.e., have m0 � 1. As seen in Fig. 3, this is
addressed by a central circular cutout with kmask ¼ kmin ¼ 1:6 cm�1

(dm ¼ 2:9mm), which is chosen since there is no phase contrast for
fluctuations with k < kmin. Second, the mask response should corre-
spond as closely as possible to a fixed region in the plasma to simplify
the interpretation of the results. As illustrated in Fig. 2, this can be
achieved by mask openings covering a fixed h range. The chosen mask
design, seen in Fig. 3, incorporates this by two wedge openings, sepa-
rated by an angle of p, each with a constant half-opening angle of
a < p=2 outside the central circular cutout. These openings enable the
beam spots scattered by6k to pass through the mask whenever one of
them is inside the mask opening if the unscattered beam spot is cen-
tered on the mask (cf. Fig. 3). The remainder of this section is dedi-
cated to calculating m0 and mk for Gaussian beams with the W7-X
mask design in Fig. 3; the corresponding results for the commonly
employed straight mask design5,15,16,18 are found in Appendix C. We
further determine the limits of localization with a mask due to the
finite focal plane beam spot size and compare the simplified mask
model with results based on Eq. (2).

A. Mask response for the unscattered beam spot

As a first step, we demonstrate that m0 � 1 for the chosen kmask

and typical PCI laser beam parameters at W7-X, i.e., that the first
mask design criterion is fulfilled. We set

E0 ¼ E0ð0Þ e�r2=W2
; (15)

where r is the distance from the beam axis and W is the 1/e electric
field beam radius. Combining Eq. (15) and Pa ¼ Hða� rÞ, where H
is the Heaviside function and a ¼ 42mm is the radius of the W7-X
port liner aperture7 (cf. Fig. 1), then yields

FðPaE0Þ ¼ 2pE0ð0Þ
ða
0
r J0ðk0rÞ e�r2=W2

dr; (16)

with J0 being the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.27 Next,
we note that the denominator of Eq. (7) can be evaluated using Parseval’s
theorem and performing the resulting integral in polar coordinates,ð

all k0
jF ðPaE0Þj2 dk0 ¼ ð2pÞ2

ð
all r

jPaE0j2 dr

¼ 2p3ð1� e�2a2=W2ÞW2jE0ð0Þj2: (17)

The numerator of Eq. (7) is evaluated by performing the k0 integral in
polar coordinates over k0 2�0;1½ for the h0 range of 4a covered by the

wedges and over k0 2�0; kmask½ for the remaining h0 range of 2p� 4a
(cf. Fig. 3), exploiting the h0 symmetry of Eq. (16). When combined,
the above results yield

m0 ¼ 1� 2a
p

� �
4

ð1� e�2a2=W2ÞW2

	
ðkmask

0
k0
ða
0
r J0ðk0rÞ e�r2=W2

dr

	 
2
dk0 þ 2a

p
: (18)

In general, Eq. (18) cannot be evaluated analytically. It does, however,
involve integration of a well-behaved integrand over a finite domain,
making it suitable for numerical evaluation, which is performed using
normalized integration variables (f ¼ k0W; n ¼ r=W),

m0¼ 1�2a
p

� �
4

1�e�2a2=W2

ðkmaskW

0
f
ða=W
0

nJ0ðfnÞe�n2 dn

" #2
dfþ2a

p
:

(19)

The value of Eq. (19) is computed using the nquad function from
SciPy. When a ! 1; e�2a2=W2 ! 0 and the integrals in Eq. (19) can
be evaluated analytically,28 giving

m0ðGaussianÞ ¼ 1� 1� 2a
p

� �
e�k2maskW

2=2: (20)

This is the result for a Gaussian beam in the absence of an aperture.

For W ! 1, we can use n e�n2 � n (which again allows the integrals
in Eq. (19) to be evaluated analytically28) along with 1� e�2a2=W2

! 2a2=W2, to obtain

m0ðAiry DiskÞ ¼ 1� 1� 2a
p

� �
J20 ðkmaskaÞ þ J21 ðkmaskaÞ
� �

; (21)

where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one.27

Equation (21) is also them0 for an Airy disk diffraction pattern, result-
ing from a uniform plane wave truncated by a circular aperture in the
object plane.29 We plot the exact m0 from Eq. (19), along with the
Gaussian and Airy disk m0 from Eqs. (20) and (21), vs W/a for
kmaska ¼ 6:74 (corresponding to the value at W7-X) and a ¼ 5� in
Fig. 4. The exactm0 follows the Gaussianm0 closely for smallW/a, but
eventually reaches a maximum, above which m0 decreases, approach-
ing the value of the Airy disk diffraction pattern for W=a ! 1. This
behavior can be understood by noting that the diffraction pattern due
to the circular aperture has broader tails than that of a purely Gaussian
beam in the focal plane. Specifically, the intensity of the Airy disk dif-
fraction pattern is / J21 ðk0aÞ=ðk0aÞ2, while that of a Gaussian beam

spot is / e�k02W2=2. This means that the reduction of the primary
beam spot size associated with increasing W, leading to an increase in
m0 withW/a, is at some point offset by the broader tails due to diffrac-
tion from the aperture, resulting in an m0 maximum. The maximum
of m0 occurs near W ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2a=kmask

p
, i.e., the point at which the frac-

tion of power transmitted through the central cutout of the mask
matches the fraction of power transmitted through the aperture in the
Gaussian approximation. For the W7-X PCI system,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2a=kmask

p
¼ 22:9mm, while the numerically determined maximum ofm0 occurs
atW ¼ 23:7mm. Although the typical value ofW ¼ 40mm at W7-X
is above the maximum ofm0, the a ¼ 5� mask, which is the smallest a
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used at W7-X for reasons discussed below, still has m0 ¼ 0:977 in this
case. Thus, the masks used at W7-X cut off only a small part of the
unscattered beam spot power, indicating that they satisfy the first crite-
rion considered for the design.

B. Mask localization properties

We now turn to the issue of finding mk , which determines the
mask localization properties. While it is not feasible to find a general
closed form of mk using Eq. (8) with FðPaE0Þ from Eq. (16), an
approximate form, valid for k > kmask, can be obtained analytically.
The details of the calculation are given in Appendix B, so here we shall
simply quote the result of Eq. (B6) for the mask design used at W7-X,

mk � 1þ 1
4
erfc

ðkmask � kÞWeffffiffiffi
2

p
	 
(

erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask þ a� hÞ

	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � a� hÞ

	 


þ erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask þ a� h� pÞ

	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � a� h� pÞ

	 

� 2

)
; (22)

while noting that hmask � h should be mapped to the region
½�p=2; 3p=2�� for the expression to be valid. In Eq. (22), hmask is the
angle between the mask symmetry axis and the k0x axis (cf. Fig. 3),Weff

is an effective Gaussian beam radius taking diffraction from the aper-
ture into account,20 and erf/erfc are the error/complementary error
functions, respectively.27 We further note that Eq. (B6) allows a to be a
function of k determined by the mask design, e.g., a ¼ arcsinðkmask=kÞ
(for k > kmask) or p=2 (for k < kmask) in the straight mask case from
Appendix C. For the mask design employed at W7-X, a is, however,
constant. As expected from Fig. 2, this indicates that the W7-X masks
localize the response to a fixed angular range as closely as possible,
which was the second mask design criterion.

We can interpret Eq. (22) by consulting Fig. 3. Equation (22)
models the scattered beam spots as Gaussian, with an effective 1/e

intensity radius in k0 space given by
ffiffiffi
2

p
=Weff . The erfc term in Eq.

(22) models the transition from the central circular cutout to the
wedge region occurring around k ¼ kmask; the k half-width of the tran-
sition region,

ffiffiffi
2

p
=Weff , is given by the beam spot radius, as expected.

For k � kmask; erfc½ðkmask � kÞWeff=
ffiffiffi
2

p � ! 0, such that mk � 1,
indicating that the mask allows beam spots scattered by a small k to
pass through the central cutout regardless of h. On the other hand, for
k 
 kmask; erfc½ðkmask � kÞWeff=

ffiffiffi
2

p � ! 2, resulting in

mk � 1
2

(
erf

kWeffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask þ a� hÞ
	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � a� hÞ

	 


þ erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask þ a� h� pÞ

	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � a� h� pÞ

	 
)
: (23)

The effect of the wedge openings can be understood from Eq. (23).
When hmask�h2��a;a½ or �p�a;pþa½ and kWeff=

ffiffiffi
2

p 
1;mk �1,
while mk �0 for other hmask�h values. This indicates that the mask
allows the beam spots to pass if the they are inside the angles covered
by the mask wedge openings, as expected. The angular half-width of
the transition regions around hmask�h¼6a and p6a is

ffiffiffi
2

p
=ðkWeff Þ,

which is the half-angle covered by a beam spot scattered by k, assum-
ing

ffiffiffi
2

p
=ðkWeff Þ�1, as seen in Fig. 3. This illustrates that it is gener-

ally easier to obtain localized measurements for large-k fluctuations, in
agreement with previous investigations.5,18,20 It further indicates that
the smallest a allowing a significant fraction of the scattered beam spot
power to pass at a given k with a centered unscattered beam spot is
� ffiffiffi

2
p

=ðkWeff Þ. To determine this a, we compute theWeff appropriate
for Eq. (16). This is done using the method of Ref. 30, which matches
the Maclaurin series of jFðPaE0Þj2 from Eq. (16) to that of the effec-
tive Gaussian fit, jÊfitð0Þj2 e�k02W2

eff =2, up to second order. Details of the
calculation are found in Ref. 20, with the result being

Weff ¼ W

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a2=W2

ea2=W2 � 1

r
: (24)

For reference, the dependence of Weff on W/a is illustrated in Fig. 5.
When W=a ! 0; Weff ! W, as expected. From Fig. 5, it is further
seen that Weff � W for W=a < 0:5, in agreement with Ref. 20. For
W=a ! 1; Weff ! a=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, corresponding to the simple estimate of

Ref. 30. This upper limit of Weff represents the Gaussian approxima-
tion of the Airy disk diffraction pattern, where the beam spot size is
only limited by diffraction from the circular aperture near the
plasma,20 defined by the port liner at W7-X.7 For typical W7-X PCI
parameters (W ¼ 40mm; a ¼ 42mm), Weff ¼ 26:9mm, and pick-
ing k � 6 cm�1, which is representative of the ion temperature
gradient-driven modes with the highest linear growth rates in W7-X
ECRH plasmas,6 we find

ffiffiffi
2

p
=ðkWeff Þ ¼ 5�. These considerations

motivated the choice of a ¼ 5� as the minimum a employed at W7-X
and in Fig. 4. We do, however, note that masks with a ¼ 6�; 7�; and
45� have also been manufactured and tested at W7-X. Nevertheless,
the a ¼ 5� mask was used in most experiments during the first long-
pulse experimental campaign,24 as it provides the greatest degree of
localization while allowing a significant fraction of the scattered beam
spot power to pass in the most relevant k range. We, therefore, focus
mainly on the a ¼ 5� case in the following.

FIG. 4. m0 vs W/a using the exact (solid line), Gaussian (dashed line), and Airy
disk (dashed-dotted line) models for the W7-X mask design with kmaska ¼ 6:74 and
a ¼ 5�. The exact m0 is seen to follow the Gaussian one at small W/a, reach a
peak at an intermediate W=a � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2=ðkmaskaÞ
p

, and to approach the Airy disk value
when W=a ! 1.
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In Appendix D, we compare the AC mask response function
Mk ¼ m0mk obtained from Eqs. (19) and (22), using Weff from Eq.
(24) and Weff ¼ W, with numerical evaluation of Eqs. (7) and (8) for
an a ¼ 5� mask. Based on this, we conclude that the approximateMk

utilizingWeff from Eq. (24) remains close to the numerical result even
when W=a 
 1, while the approximate Mk utilizing Weff ¼ W is
only close forW=a < 0:5, as expected from Fig. 5. We shall, therefore,

use the approximate Mk with Weff from Eq. (24) for the analyses in
the remainder of this paper.

Next, we compare the approximate Mk with the full synthetic
mask response based on Eq. (2). To facilitate comparison of the model
with experimental data in Sec. IV, we compute the signal for a model
W7-X sound wave calibration signal resembling that in Ref. 7. The
sound wave calibration system at W7-X is designed to induce a known
phase shift, /, with a single dominant k and frequency component,
allowing absolute calibration of the line-integrated ~ne andMmeasured
by PCI.4 Specifically, we investigate a / of the form

/ ¼ �/calð1� CxÞ cos ksðx � vstÞ½ �: (25)

Here, x is the coordinate along the quasi-poloidal measurement direc-
tion of the PCI detector arrays (cf. Fig. 1) with x¼ 0 at the beam cen-
ter, t is a time coordinate, /cal ¼ 5:8	 10�3 and C ¼ 1:27m�1 are
obtained from a new sound wave pressure profile fit, vs ¼ 343m=s is
the speed of sound, and ks is the sound wave number. Details of the
numerical evaluation of the full synthetic PCI signal in the presence of
a mask are given in Appendix E. We use PCI parameters from the first
long-pulse W7-X experimental campaign,24 resembling those of Ref. 7,
with the beam power at the detectors reduced to 700 mW,
a ¼ 42mm, and M¼ 3.3. To compute the mask response from the
synthetic PCI signal, we adopt the analysis technique that will also be
used for the experimental results in Subsection IVA. We first compute
the power spectral density (psd) of the PCI signal in ðkx; f Þ space,
where kx is the wave number along the x direction and f is the

FIG. 5. Weff=a vs W/a. In addition to Weff=a based on Eq. (24) (solid line), we plot
Weff ¼ W (dashed line) and Weff ¼ a=

ffiffiffi
2

p
(dashed-dotted line). For Eq. (24),

Weff � W when W=a < 0:5 and Weff ! a=
ffiffiffi
2

p
for W=a ! 1, in agreement with

the results of Ref. 20.

FIG. 6. Full synthetic PCI mask response from the model W7-X sound wave calibration signal (solid circles) and Mks (dashed lines) for h¼ 0, W ¼ 40mm;
a ¼ 42mm; kmin ¼ kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1, and M¼ 3.3. The left and right columns are obtained for a ¼ 5� and 45�, respectively; the top and bottom rows utilize ks ¼ 3:7 cm�1

and 11:0 cm�1, respectively.
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frequency. Next, we integrate the psd over a region of ðkx; f Þ space
around the peak due to the sound wave signal at kx¼ ks and
f ¼ ksvs=ð2pÞ. The mask response is finally found as the square root
of the spectral power with the mask present divided by the spectral
power without the mask, which mimics Mk with k ¼ ks ¼ ksex . In
Fig. 6, we plot the synthetic PCI mask response obtained in this man-
ner for t 2 ½0; 1ms� with a time resolution of 0:5 ls (typical values at
W7-X4,6) and integration over kx 2 ½ks � 5 cm�1; ks þ 5 cm�1� and
f 2 ½ksvs=ð2pÞ � 3 kHz; ksvs=ð2pÞ þ 3 kHz�, alongside Mks , vs hmask.
The left column of Fig. 6 shows the results obtained for an a ¼ 5�

mask, while the right column shows the results for an a ¼ 45� mask.
Similarly, the top row of Fig. 6 shows the results for ks ¼ 3:7 cm�1,
mimicking the typical ks at W7-X,4 while the bottom row shows the
results for ks ¼ 11:0 cm�1, which is the largest ks employed in the
sound wave tests of Subsec. IVA. The approximate Mks is seen to
closely resemble the full synthetic PCI mask response in all cases. We
particularly note that the widths of the transition regions around

hmask � h ¼ 6a at different ks are well described by the approximate
Mks with Weff from Eq. (24). This indicates that the model captures
the main effects of diffraction from the circular aperture within the
Fraunhofer framework for typical W7-X parameters. Additionally,
Fig. 6 indicates a mask response � 0:5 when hmask � h ¼ 6a in a
wide range of ks, even for the full synthetic PCI signal; in Sec. IV, we
confirm that this is also the case for the experimental PCI signal. This
provides a useful metric for determining the localization region of a
mask with a given a in W7-X.

Figure 7 shows the position of the upper and lower half-response
curves (hmask � h ¼ 6a, respectively), bounding the main response
region of an a ¼ 5� mask, vs hmask in different magnetic configura-
tions at W7-X.31 h is computed along the central PCI LoS (cf. Fig. 1),
based on magnetic equilibria calculated using the VMEC code.32 The
radial position along the central PCI LoS in Fig. 7 is expressed using
the normalized radial coordinate based on toroidal magnetic flux from
VMEC, qtor. qtor is zero on the magnetic axis, one on the last closed

FIG. 7. Half-response curves, bounding the main response qtor region of an a ¼ 5� mask, vs hmask. We use h values along the central PCI LoS in different W7-X magnetic
configurations. The central LoS does not reach the qtor values in the gray shaded areas.
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flux surface, and has a magnitude roughly proportional to the distance
from the magnetic axis. We have further used a negative or positive
sign of qtor to indicate whether a position is on the inboard or out-
board side of W7-X, respectively; as in Ref. 7, the switch from the
inboard to the outboard side is taken to occur at the minimum of
jqtorj. The gray shaded areas in Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the region with
jqtorj below the minimum value reached by the central PCI LoS. From
Fig. 7, it is clear that the half-response curves are relatively similar
between the different magnetic configurations, with differences in the
rotational transform (iota) being the main source of variation between
the configurations, as expected based on Fig. 6 of Ref. 4. The standard,
high mirror, low mirror, and low shear configurations all have similar
iota values, and are consequently very similar in terms of their localiza-
tion properties. The variation of h on the outboard side of W7-X is
slightly smaller in the low iota configuration, while it is slightly larger
in the high iota configuration.

In Fig. 8, we plot Mk of an a ¼ 5� mask at different hmask along
the central PCI LoS for the W7-X standard magnetic configuration,
with kx values corresponding toM¼ 3.3. The k values used in Eq. (22)

are computed from kx, k ¼ jkx= cosðhÞj; this accurately reproduces the
mask response from full synthetic PCI calculations, resembling Fig. 6,
for h 6¼ 0. In all cases, no localization is obtained for jkxj < kmask

¼ 1:6 cm�1, due to the central circular mask cutout. The relatively
large angle covered by the scattered beam spots at low k (cf. Fig. 3)
additionally limits the localization when jkxj� 5 cm�1. At larger jkxj,
an almost k-independent main response qtor region is observed in
Fig. 8, due to the constant mask a. The main response qtor
region depends on hmask as shown in the top left panel of Fig. 7.
For hmask ¼ 15� and�15�, the main signal is localized to the outboard
and inboard side edge/scrape-off layer, respectively. When
hmask ¼ 10�, the main signal is localized to the outer third of the out-
board side. At hmask ¼ 5�, the main response is localized to mid radii
on the outboard side, with a width close to half the minor radius, as
expected from Fig. 7. For hmask ¼ 0�, the main response is localized to
the inner half of the outboard side, while the width is similar to the
hmask ¼ 5� case. When hmask ¼ �2�, the main response is limited to
the central part of the plasma, qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�, but the width is
increased relative to the hmask ¼ 0� and 5� cases due to the small

FIG. 8. Mk for h along the central PCI LoS at different hmask. The plots use an a ¼ 5� mask in the W7-X standard configuration with W ¼ 40mm; a ¼ 42mm, and M¼ 3.3.
For jkx j < kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1, no localization is obtained due to the central circular mask cutout. At larger jkx j, a nearly k-independent main response qtor region is found, due
to the constant mask a. The variation of the main response qtor region with hmask is given by the top left panel of Fig. 7.
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variation of h on the inboard side of W7-X; this becomes more pro-
nounced for hmask ¼ �3�. At hmask ¼ �5�, the response is negligible
for qmask < 0:25, but remains significant over the entire inboard side
due to the small h variation, and finally for hmask ¼ �10�, the main
response is localized to the inboard side.

The results from Figs. 7 and 8 allow interpretation of the experi-
mental PCI mask results from W7-X in Sec. IV. We use Mk profiles
similar to the ones in Fig. 8 to compute ðkx; f Þ spectra in the presence
of a mask with the synthetic PCI model from Ref. 7. The psd at each kx
value is calculated by weighing ~ne along the LoS with theMk at the kx
in question, running the synthetic PCI model of Ref. 7, and computing
the psd at the relevant kx. This procedure is repeated until the psd,
weighed byMk , is obtained for all kx values.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We discuss the experimental performance of the W7-X localiza-
tion masks for three different cases. First, we consider the mask
response obtained from the PCI sound wave calibration system with
different mask and beam parameters. Next, the masks are used to con-
firm the location of the plasma turbulence features in standard W7-X
ECRH plasmas expected based on Ref. 6. Finally, we demonstrate the
new result that the masks allow the location of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) modes with sufficiently large k to be inferred. All mask experi-
ments discussed below were carried out with a mask placed in front of
one detector array, while the other detector array operated simulta-
neously without a mask.

A. Mask response to the sound wave calibration signal

Figure 9 shows the experimental PCI mask response, obtained by
scanning the sound wave speaker frequency from 1 to 60 kHz in incre-
ments of 1 kHz and applying the analysis technique used for the syn-
thetic PCI signal in Fig. 6. At each frequency step, a 4ms burst is
launched from the speaker. The start of the bursts is separated by
50ms to allow damping of the sound wave from the previous burst.
Our analysis is carried out using the time intervals 1� 2ms after the
start of each burst to minimize the effects of transients when turning
on the speaker and reflections from the mirror box where the speaker
is located.4 We have confirmed that comparable results are obtained
using different time intervals as well as when the kx and f regions used
for computing the mask response are modified. Three combinations of
mask and beam parameters are studied in Fig. 9. Panel (a) shows the
results for an a ¼ 45� mask and a nominalW ¼ 40mm beam. Panels
(b) and (c) show the results for an a ¼ 5� mask, with a nominal
W¼ 40 and 20mm, respectively. DifferentW were obtained by modi-
fying the size of the injected beam, using a telescope with variable mag-
nification between the PCI laser and the plasma.4 While the features in
Fig. 9 are generally similar to those expected based on Mks , with
h¼ 0, a ¼ 42mm, and kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1, seen in Fig. 10, clear differ-
ences are visible as well. Some differences can be explained by non-
ideal properties of the calibration sound wave. For instance, the
response center of the a ¼ 5� mask in Fig. 9 has a changing hmask, e.g.,
seen around ks 2 ½5 ; 6 cm�1�, indicating that the h of the sound wave

FIG. 10. Idealized mask response to the PCI sound wave calibration speaker at W7-X, given by Mks with h¼ 0, a ¼ 42mm, and kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1. Panel (a) has a ¼ 45�

and W ¼ 40mm; panel (b) has a ¼ 5� and W ¼ 40mm; panel (c) has a ¼ 5� and W ¼ 20mm.

FIG. 9. Experimental mask response to the PCI sound wave calibration speaker at W7-X for different mask and beam parameters. Panel (a) has a ¼ 45� and a nominal
W ¼ 40mm; panel (b) has a ¼ 5� and a nominal W ¼ 40mm; panel (c) has a ¼ 5� and a nominal W ¼ 20mm.
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emitted by the speaker varies with ks. Similarly, the mask response has
a lower maximum value for ks 2 ½7 cm�1; 10 cm�1�, and is signifi-
cantly wider at ks � 7, 8, and 10 cm�1, than for other comparable ks
values in all cases. It, thus, appears that these features also originate
from the behavior of the sound wave calibration speaker, which is for
instance known to display side lobes at certain ks. The broad mask
response for ks < kmin ¼ kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1 further shows different
levels in panel (c), compared with panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 9. This
may be explained by the low PCI signal strength due to the lack of
phase contrast for ks < kmin, which invalidates the assumptions made
in the simplified mask model and results in a low signal-to-noise ratio.
There are, however, some differences between Figs. 9 and 10, which
appear to be of a more fundamental nature. One difference is that the
experimental transition regions are wider than the ones expected based
on Mks . This appears to be the case for the transition region around
ks ¼ kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1, but is most clearly seen in the width of the
mask response at high ks values. The mask response at ks ¼ 11:0 cm�1

can, e.g., be fitted by a function of the form of Mks with Weff ¼ 10:3,
12.1, and 9.4mm in panels (a)–(c) of Fig. 9, respectively; Eq. (24) yields
Weff ¼ 26:9mm for panels (a) and (b) and Weff ¼ 19:45mm for
panel (c), using the nominal parameters from Fig. 10. This may be par-
tially due to the PCI laser beam having non-Gaussian features as well
as a slightly non-optimal location of the PCI localization masks during
the first long-pulse W7-X experimental campaign,24 which will be
improved in future experimental campaigns. However, the large dis-
crepancy also suggests that inclusion of diffraction effects beyond the
Fraunhofer model used here may be necessary to accurately describe
the width of the mask response, in agreement with earlier sound wave
measurements at DIII-D.18 Since the best-fittingWeff is significantly dif-
ferent in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 9, despite the beam parameters being
nominally equal, a simple replacementWeff to account for additional dif-
fraction cannot be derived based on the experimental data. We do, how-
ever, note that the ratio between the best-fitting Weff in panels (b) and
(c) is relatively close to that expected based on Eq. (24), which is consis-
tent with a similar ratio between the beam spot sizes. A final notable dif-
ference between Figs. 9 and 10 is that a localized mask response with the
a ¼ 5� mask, used in panels (b) and (c), is obtained for ks � 5 cm�1 and
ks � 3 cm�1, respectively. A localized response at lower ks appears to be
feasible for the a ¼ 45� mask from panel (a) of Fig. 9. This may, there-
fore, be a consequence of diffraction effects beyond the Fraunhofer model
preventing localized measurements due to the small mask opening at low

ks for the a ¼ 5� mask. Despite the differences between Figs. 9 and 10,
we note that the width of the main response (Mks > 0:5) region for the
ks values with a localized response is� 2a in all cases. This indicates that
the basic localization properties from Fig. 7 are reproduced and may be
used to interpret the experimental results.

B. Localization of plasma turbulence features

We now turn to the application of the PCI localization masks to
actual plasma programs at W7-X. Figure 11 shows ðkx; f Þ spectra from
plasmas heated by 4MW of ECRH in the W7-X standard configura-
tion from the first long-pulse experimental campaign.24 The left and
middle panels of Fig. 11 show the psd obtained in the same time inter-
val from the detector without a mask and the detector covered by an
a ¼ 5� mask set to hmask ¼ 5� (main response qtor 2 ½0:3; 0:8�),
respectively. The right panel shows the psd from a similar time point
in the subsequent experimental program, where the a ¼ 5� mask is set
to hmask ¼ �2� (main response qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�). In all cases, the sig-
nals at small jkxj are similar, indicating the limited ability of the masks
to localize the PCI signal in this region, as expected. When the mask is
set to hmask ¼ 5�, the psd at larger positive kx is significantly reduced
compared to the psd without the mask, while the psd at larger negative
kx is only slightly reduced. With the mask set to hmask ¼ �2�, the sig-
nal is significantly reduced at all larger jkxj.

This can be understood based on the Mk of Fig. 8 and the over-
lap of the main mask response regions with the dominant turbulence
features from Ref. 6, shown in Fig. 12. According to Ref. 6 and as illus-
trated in Fig. 12, the main PCI turbulence features originate around
the well of the neoclassical Er, corresponding to the regions
jqtorj 2 ½0:6; 0:8�. The features at negative/positive kx originate from
the outboard/inboard side of the PCI LoS for the usual B direction at
W7-X, respectively. When hmask ¼ 5�, the mask response at larger jkxj
is strongest around qtor 2 ½0:3; 0:8�, covering the neoclassical Er well
on the outboard side, as seen in the middle panel of Fig. 12. This is
consistent with the psd at larger negative kx being similar to the case
without the mask, while the psd at larger positive kx is significantly
reduced, as seen in Fig. 11. It is further supported by the rotation direc-
tion of the PCI features being opposite in plasmas with reversed B (not
shown). On the other hand, when hmask ¼ �2�, the mask response at
larger jkxj is strongest for qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�, which is outside the neo-
classical Er wells, as seen in the right panel of Fig. 12. Consequently,

FIG. 11. Experimental ðkx ; f Þ spectra at W7-X. The no mask case (left panel) and a ¼ 5�; hmask ¼ 5� case (middle panel, main response qtor 2 ½0:3; 0:8�) are taken from
the same interval, experiment time 2 ½11 s; 11:001 s�, of program 20 230 323.062. The a ¼ 5�; hmask ¼ �2� case (right panel, main response qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�) is from the
same interval of the subsequent program.
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the psd is significantly reduced at all large jkxj compared to that of the
detector without a mask, in agreement with Fig. 11.

The qualitatively similar behavior noted above further agrees
with synthetic PCI results based on the simplified turbulence model
used in Ref. 6, weighed by the Mk from Fig. 8. Figure 13 shows syn-
thetic ðkx; f Þ spectra with mask settings that mimic those of Fig. 11.
The ~ne used for computing Fig. 13 is obtained by rotating the ~ne from
Fig. 12, which is a single time point of a gyrokinetic simulation,33 by a
velocity field due to a neoclassical Er. Details of the model are given in
Appendix B of Ref. 6. Figure 13 reproduces the behavior of Fig. 11,
indicating that the interpretation of Fig. 11 is consistent with the
results obtained from synthetic PCI. We further note that the synthetic
PCI results are similar to the experimental ones with the a ¼ 5� mask
in the W7-X standard configuration for hmask � 15�. When
hmask 2�15�; 25��, the experimental psd is larger than that expected
from synthetic PCI. This may be attributed to the ~ne from Fig. 12 only
covering jqtorj < 0:9,33 which is outside the main mask response
region at larger jkxj for hmask > 15� (cf. Fig. 8). It does, however, also
indicate that a non-negligible PCI signal may originate from the out-
board scrape-off layer.

C. Localization of MHDmodes

Having confirmed the location of the main PCI turbulence fea-
tures from Ref. 6, we finally turn to a novel issue, namely, the

possibility of inferring the location of coherent MHD modes aided by
the PCI masks. Investigations of Alfv�en eigenmodes using PCI have
been carried out in Alcator C-Mod34–36 and similar observations have
been reported in W7-X.3,4,11,12 Such modes generally possess
k < kmin; kmask,

34–36 meaning that the PCI masks are typically not
capable of locating them. The masks do, nevertheless, have an impact
on the ability of the PCI system to detect low-k MHD modes, as the
reduced psd of the turbulence features in the presence of the masks
generally makes the MHDmodes more prominent relative to the non-
MHD-related signal. However, in some cases, coherent modes with
higher k values, for which localization is possible using the PCI masks,
do occur. We note that the possibility of locating high-k MHD modes
with the PCI system augments the MHD mode detection capabilities
at W7-X. The in-vessel Mirnov coil system11,37–39 mainly allows detec-
tion and localization of low-k modes in the outer part of W7-X plas-
mas.39 Although the soft x-ray system11,40,41 can also locate core MHD
modes using ad hoc mode models,41–43 it is generally limited to
f < 100 kHz,38 which is not the case for the PCI system.

An example of a high-k mode observed by the W7-X PCI system
with an a ¼ 5� mask at hmask ¼ �2� (main response qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�)
is seen in Fig. 14. Based on the ðkx; f Þ spectra in the left column of
Fig. 14, the mode peaks around f ¼ 200 kHz and kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1. The
mode peak is at the edge of the k values for which the a ¼ 5� mask allows
localized measurements according to Fig. 9. This is confirmed by the right
column of Fig. 14, showing mode kx spectra, obtained by integrating the

FIG. 12. ~ne associated with the turbulence from Ref. 6 (at t¼ 0) in cylindrical (R, Z) coordinates. The orange shaded area in the left panel indicates the region of the full PCI
LoSs, while the darker shaded areas in the middle and right panels indicate the main response regions in the a ¼ 5�; hmask ¼ 5� and a ¼ 5�; hmask ¼ �2� cases, respec-
tively. Note that ~ne only covers jqtorj 2 ½0:1; 0:9�.33

FIG. 13. Synthetic ðkx ; f Þ spectra,7 obtained by weighing the ~ne from Ref. 6 (cf. Fig. 12) byMk, with W ¼ 40mm; a ¼ 42mm, and M¼ 3.3. The behavior is similar to that in
Fig. 11.
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psd over f ¼ 196� 204 kHz. The mode psd in the presence of the mask
decreases from jkxj ¼ 3:2 cm�1 to jkxj ¼ 4:3 cm�1, while the opposite
is true without the mask, indicating that fluctuations from a smaller region
of the plasma are imaged at jkxj ¼ 4:3 cm�1 compared with
jkxj ¼ 3:2 cm�1. Overall, the mode psd at kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 in the pres-
ence of the mask is � 1=10 of the value without the mask. Additionally,
the mode psd at kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 is enhanced by a factor of� 2 relative to
the mode psd at kx ¼ �4:3 cm�1 for the detector covered by the mask.
The latter value is significant, as it can be taken as an indication of the rel-
ative suppression of the mode-related signal from the inboard and out-
board sides caused by the mask, which is mainly determined by the
location of the mode. Thus, by matching this ratio for synthetic PCI sig-
nals from models of the ~ne associated with modes at different locations,
possible mode locations can be inferred. By also matching the overall sup-
pression of the mode psd at kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 in the presence of the mask,
the possible locations of the mode may be further constrained. We show
ðkx; f Þ spectra and related mode kx spectra obtained through suchmatch-
ing in Fig. 15, along with the model mode ~ne used at t¼ 0 in Fig. 16. To
allow the study of modes at various locations, we employed a simple ad
hocmode model, similar to the ones in Refs. 41–43, which is described in
Appendix F. Based on this, a mode centered at jqtorj ¼ 0:7, rotating in
the clockwise direction is inferred. The rotation velocity is similar to that
of the turbulent fluctuations at jqtorj ¼ 0:7 due to the neoclassical Er,
meaning that the features at positive/negative kx in Fig. 15 originate from
the inboard/outboard side, respectively. Thus, the mode signal from the
inboard side (positive kx, qtor � �0:7) is less suppressed by the
mask than the signal from the outboard side (negative kx, qtor � 0:7),
despite originating further from the main mask response region of

qtor 2 ½�0:2; 0:5�. This is caused by the small variation of h on the
inboard side, resulting in a noticeably largerMk for the jkxj ¼ 4:3 cm�1

mode near qtor ¼ �0:7 compared with qtor ¼ 0:7, as indicated by Fig. 8
and the shading of the PCI LoS in Fig. 16. It is, therefore, essential to
account for the shape of Mk when inferring the location of an MHD
mode using a mask, rather than simply relying on the rough indication
given by the main response region.

We note that without matching the reduction of the overall signal
at kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 in the presence of the mask, a mode centered at
qtor ¼ 0:35 rotating in the counterclockwise direction would also be
possible. For such a mode, the psd at kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 integrated over
f ¼ 196� 204 kHz would, however, be � 1=3 of the value without
the mask, rather than the observed value of � 1=10. This illustrates
how ambiguous mode locations may be resolved by requiring multiple
ratios to match simultaneously, which is only achieved by the mode
centered at jqtorj ¼ 0:7 rotating in the clockwise direction. Further
constraints on the mode properties may be provided by implementing
the ability to scan hmask during a plasma discharge. To obtain quantita-
tive agreement between Figs. 14 and 15, more realistic mode ~ne and
mask models would be required.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have investigated the impact of PCI localization masks theo-
retically and experimentally at W7-X. The masks are placed in a focal
plane and only allow signals with k in a limited angular range to reach
the PCI detectors. This can be mapped to signals from particular parts
of the PCI LoS by noting that the k observed by PCI can be assumed
to be almost perpendicular to B and the PCI LoS. In the Fraunhofer

FIG. 14. Left: Experimental ðkx ; f Þ spectra with a high-k MHD mode around f ¼ 200 kHz; kx ¼ 4:3 cm�1 from W7-X program 20 230 215.026, experiment time
2 ½2:00 s; 2:01 s�. Right: Mode kx spectra (solid lines) obtained by integrating the psd from 196 to 204 kHz. jkx j < kmin ¼ 1:6 cm�1 (shaded areas) and the mode peaks at
jkx j ¼ 4:3 cm�1 (dashed lines) are indicated.
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diffraction framework, used by current synthetic PCI models,7,15 we
have demonstrated analytically that the PCI signal component at k in
the presence of a mask can be fitted by multiplying the signal without
a mask by Mk ¼ m0mk . Here, mk is the ratio of power in the k com-
ponent at the detectors with and without the mask, while m0 is the
same quantity for the k¼ 0 component. These novel insights enabled
the design of masks with specific localization properties and the inter-
pretation of experimental mask results from the W7-X PCI system.
The W7-X masks are designed to allow the k¼ 0 component to pass,

i.e., have m0 � 1, through a central circular cutout, covering the k
region without phase contrast due to the finite width of the PCI phase
plate groove. Outside the central cutout, the mask openings cover a
fixed angular range of half-width a, allowing a specific region along
the PCI LoS to be imaged for the k region, which is well resolved by
the PCI system. As shown by the analytical model for an effective
Gaussian beam in Appendix B, this mask design provides the least var-
iation of the mask response region for different k values, simplifying
the interpretation of the results obtained in the presence of the mask.
Due to the small variation of the pitch angle of B at W7-X, the mini-
mum beam spot size limits the possible resolution that may be
obtained using the mask. On the outboard side, the minimum resolu-
tion is roughly half the minor radius for typical ion-scale turbulence k
values, while the resolution on the inboard size is very limited in all
cases.20 This information has been used to select the minimum mask
a ¼ 5�, which results in the localization characteristics listed above in
all commonly employed W7-X configurations. The simplified mask
model developed in this paper has been benchmarked against a full
synthetic PCI calculation for the W7-X sound wave calibration signal,7

confirming that it accurately captures the effect of the mask in the
Faunhofer diffraction framework. One point of note is that the mini-
mum focal plane beam spot size imposed by diffraction from the port
liner near the plasma at W7-X7,20 is recovered by the simplified model
using an effective Gaussian beam approximation. Comparing the theo-
retical sound wave mask response with measurements shows that the
qualitative features are reproduced. The experimental width of the
transition regions around the edges of the mask openings is, however,
significantly wider than the theoretical one. This may be partially
attributed to non-Gaussian PCI laser beam features and a slightly

FIG. 16. ~ne associated with the MHD mode used for computing Fig. 15 (at t¼ 0) in
cylindrical (R, Z) coordinates. The orange shaded area illustrates the region of the
PCI LoSs in Fig. 15, with darker shaded areas indicating higher Mk for a mode
with jkx j ¼ 4:3 cm�1 at mask settings of a ¼ 5�; hmask ¼ �2�. Note that ~ne only
covers jqtorj 2 ½0:1; 0:9�.

FIG. 15. Left: Synthetic ðkx ; f Þ spectra with a high-k MHD mode, using fMHD ¼ 200 kHz; a0 ¼ 0:0025, w¼ 0.05, q0 ¼ 0:7, m¼�130, h�0 ¼ 0, and t 2 ½0; 0:5ms� in the
model of Appendix F. Right: Mode kx spectra (solid lines) obtained by integrating the psd from 196 to 204 kHz. jkx j < kmin ¼ 1:6 cm�1 (shaded areas) and the mode peaks at
jkx j ¼ 4:3 cm�1 (dashed lines) are indicated.
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non-optimal position of the localization masks during the first long-
pulse W7-X experimental campaign,24 which will be improved in
future experimental campaigns. However, the significant difference
also indicates that diffraction effects beyond the Fraunhofer model
may be required to obtain quantitative agreement, as previously found
for the sound wave calibration system at DIII-D.18 Nevertheless, the
simplified model permits interpretation of PCI mask results from the
first long-pulse W7-X experimental campaign24 when combined with
the W7-X synthetic PCI diagnostic.7 We have specifically confirmed
that the PCI signal in standard ECRH plasmas originates mainly from
the neoclassical Er well around jqtorj 2 ½0:6; 0:8�, in agreement with
Refs. 6 and 7. Furthermore, we have presented the first results showing
that PCI mask measurements, combined with synthetic PCI modeling,
may allow localization of high-k coherent modes.

Several open lines inquiry remain following the present study.
First, an extension of the mask response and synthetic PCI models
beyond the Fraunhofer framework would facilitate quantitative com-
parisons between experimental and synthetic PCI signals including a
mask. While a full scalar diffraction model was used to determine the
sound wave mask response in Ref. 18, synthetic PCI investigations of
plasmas have, to our knowledge, always relied on the Fraunhofer
model.7,14,15,25 An examination of the limits of the Fraunhofer model in
the context of synthetic PCI, thus, appears to be warranted.
Additionally, it would be of interest to explore the possibility of extend-
ing the novel simplified mask model presented for the Fraunhofer
framework in this paper to more realistic diffraction models. Next, a
more detailed experimental and synthetic PCI investigation of the
results obtained using the masks at W7-X should be carried out. This
could include systematic studies of differences in the PCI signal from
the detectors with and without a mask as well as studies of the synthetic
PCI signal with a mask from self-consistent turbulence andMHDmod-
els. We note that a mask has already been used to study changes in core
turbulence during impurity seeding at W7-X.44 Finally, it will be of
interest to extend the W7-X PCI localization capabilities. This will be
done by allowing scans of hmask during a plasma discharge, thus provid-
ing information about the turbulence and MHD mode characteristics
in different regions of the same plasma. Comparisons of the PCI locali-
zation properties inferred using a scanning one-channel detector22 and
the masks will further be carried out to this end.
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APPENDIX A: FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SIMPLIFIED
MASK MODEL

We perform a least squares fit of Eq. (6) to Eq. (5) by comput-
ing the absolute square of their difference and integrating the differ-
ence over the scaled image plane,

ð
all x?

jEim � Efitj2 dx?

� q
ð
all x?

jF�1 PmFðPaE0Þ½ � �m0PaE0j2 dx?

þ jAj2
ð
all x?

fjF�1 PmFðPaE0Þðk0 � kÞ� �
�mkPaE0 e

ik�x? j2 þ jF�1 PmFðPaE0Þðk0 þ kÞ� �
�mkPaE0 e

�ik�x? j2g dx?: (A1)

The approximation on the right hand side of Eq. (A1) is obtained
since F�1½PmFðPaE0Þðk07kÞ� �mkPaE0 e6ik�x? are roughly
/ e6ik�x? , such that the cross terms are oscillatory functions of x?,
which approximately vanish upon integration over the scaled image
plane. We can now calculate the derivative of

Ð
all x?

jEim � Efitj2 dx?
with respect to m0,

@

@m0

ð
all x?

jEim � Efitj2 dx? ¼ 2q

�
m0

ð
all x?

jPaE0j2 dx?

� 1

ð2pÞ2
ð
all k0

PmjFðPaE0Þj2 dk0
�
;

(A2)

where we have made use of the following identity (and its complex
conjugate)
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ð
all x?

ðPaE0Þ� � F�1 PmFðPaE0Þ½ � dx?

¼ 1

ð2pÞ2
ð
all k0

PmFðPaE0Þ �
ð
all x?

ðPaE0Þ� eik0 �x? dx?
	 


dk0

¼ 1

ð2pÞ2
ð
all k0

PmjFðPaE0Þj2 dk0; (A3)

resulting from the definitions of F�1 and F . The value of m0 for
the least squares fit is found by setting Eq. (A2) equal to zero (since
the derivative of Eq. (A2) with respect to m0, 2q

Ð
all x?

jPaE0j2 dx?
> 0, the stationary point is a minimum). Combined with Parseval’s
theorem, ð2pÞ2Ðall x? jPaE0j2 dx? ¼ Ðall k0 jFðPaE0Þj2 dk0, this yields

m0 ¼

ð
all k0 62mask

jFðPaE0Þj2 dk0Ð
all k0 jFðPaE0Þj2 dk0

: (A4)

The expression for mk follows from a similar line of reasoning.

APPENDIX B: MASK RESPONSE MODEL

We compute mk based on Eq. (8) for an effective Gaussian
beam passing through a mask similar to the one in Fig. 3. Thus,

mk ¼

ð
all k0 62mask

ðe�jk0�kj2W2
eff =2 þ e�jk0þkj2W2

eff =2Þ dk0ð
all k0

ðe�jk0�kj2W2
eff =2 þ e�jk0þkj2W2

eff =2Þ dk0

¼ 1þ

�
2
ð
wedge

�
ð
k0>kmask

�
ðe�jk0�kj2W2

eff =2 þ e�jk0þkj2W2
eff =2Þ dk0

Ð
all k0 ðe�jk0�kj2W2

eff =2 þ e�jk0þkj2W2
eff =2Þ dk0

;

(B1)

with Weff being the effective Gaussian 1/e electric field beam radius
in the plasma, kmask being the maximum wave number covered by
the central circular cutout, and “wedge” referring to an opening on
one side of the mask outside the central circular cutout. The second
equality in Eq. (B1) follows by noting that the integral over the cen-
tral cutout,

Ð
k0<kmask

¼ Ðall k0 � Ðk0>kmask
, and that the integrals over the

two wedges are identical. Using the standard two-dimensional
Gaussian integral in the denominator and converting the remaining
integrals to polar coordinates yields

mk ¼ 1þW2
eff

 ð1
kmask

k0 e�ðk2þk02ÞW2
eff =2

	
(

1
2p

ðhmaskþaðk0Þ

hmask�aðk0Þ
ekk

0W2
eff cosðh0�hÞ þ e�kk0W2

eff cosðh0�hÞ
� �

dh0

� I0ðkk0W2
eff Þ
)
dk0
!
: (B2)

Here, I0ðkk0W2
eff Þ ¼ ½1=ð2pÞ� Ð 2p0 e6kk0W2

eff cosðh0�hÞdh0 is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind of order zero,27 hmask is the mask
angle, aðk0Þ is the half-opening angle of the mask that may be a
function of k0, and h is the angle of k (cf. Fig. 3).

We now assume that kk0W2
eff is large such that we can

approximate I0 by its asymptotic form,27 I0ðkk0W2
eff Þ � ekk

0W2
eff =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pkk0W2
eff

p
. Since kk0W2

eff > kkmaskW2
eff in the integral and k

> kmin in order for the fluctuations to be well resolved by PCI, we can
use kminkmaskW2

eff as a lower bound for kk0W2
eff relevant to PCI. Taking

Weff ¼ 19mm, which is a small value compared with those typically
employed at W7-X, and setting kmask ¼ kmin ¼ 1:6 cm�1,3,4,6,7 we get
kminkmaskW2

eff ¼ 9:3. At kminkmaskW2
eff ¼ 9:3, the asymptotic approxi-

mation for I0 underestimates the true value by 1:4%. This indicates
that the relative error introduced by the approximation of I0 will be less
than 1:4% in the region of k space well resolved by PCI at W7-X. For

½1=ð2pÞ� Ð hmaskþaðk0Þ
hmask�aðk0Þ e

kk0W2
eff cosðh0�hÞdh0, which is effectively an incom-

plete modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, a similar
asymptotic approximation can be obtained. To do this, we note that
only the region close to the maximum of the argument of the exponen-
tial (h0 � h) contributes significantly to the overall value of the integral
for large kk0W2

eff . We can, thus, replace cosðh0 � hÞ by its second-order
Taylor expansion around h0 ¼ h; cosðh0 � hÞ � 1� ðh0 � hÞ2=2, and
find

1
2p

ðhmaskþaðk0Þ

hmask�aðk0Þ
ekk

0W2
eff cosðh0�hÞ dh0

� ekk
0W2

eff

2p

ðhmaskþaðk0Þ

hmask�aðk0Þ
e�kk0W2

eff ðh0�hÞ2=2 dh0

¼ ekk
0W2

eff

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pkk0W2

eff

p
(
erf

	 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kk0

p
Weffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask þ aðk0Þ � hÞ



� erf

	 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kk0

p
Weffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask � aðk0Þ � hÞ

)

; (B3)

with erf being the error function.27 The above approximation is
similar to other asymptotic integral approximation schemes, such as
Stirling’s approximation for the Gamma function and the stationary

phase approximation.45 For ½1=ð2pÞ� Ð hmaskþaðk0Þ
hmask�aðk0Þ e

�kk0W2
eff cosðh0�hÞdh0,

the same approximation is possible by noting that cosðh0 � hÞ
¼ �cosðh0 � h� pÞ and expanding cosðh0 � h� pÞ around
h0 ¼ hþ p,

1
2p

ðhmaskþaðk0Þ

hmask�aðk0Þ
e�kk0W2

eff cosðh0�hÞ dh0

� ekk
0W2

eff

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pkk0W2

eff

p
(
erf

	 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kk0

p
Weffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask þ aðk0Þ � h� pÞ



� erf

	 ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kk0

p
Weffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask � aðk0Þ � h� pÞ

)

; (B4)

hmask � h should be mapped to the region ½�p=2; 3p=2½ for the
expressions in Eqs. (B3) and (B4) to be valid. Inserting the asymp-
totic approximations in Eq. (B2) and completing the square in the
argument of the exponential function finally yields
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mk � 1þ Weff
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Weffffiffiffi
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� erf
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þ erf
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p
Weffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask � aðk0Þ � h� pÞ
" #

� 2

)
dk0: (B5)

To evaluate Eq. (B5), we employ another asymptotic approximation.
This is done by noting that the integrand of Eq. (B5) contains an
exponential factor, e�ðk0�kÞ2W2

eff =2, peaking at k0 ¼ k and quickly
decreasing away from k0 ¼ k. On the other hand, the remaining
part of the integrand varies slowly with respect to k0 for k�= 0. We
can, therefore, in a similar to spirit to other asymptotic integral
approximation schemes,45 retain only the k0 dependence of
e�ðk0�kÞ2W2

eff =2 and evaluate the remaining part of the integrand at
k0 ¼ k. This yields

mk � 1þ 1
4
erfc

ðkmask � kÞWeffffiffiffi
2

p
	 


	
(
erf

kWeffffiffiffi
2

p ðhmask þ aðkÞ � hÞ
	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � aðkÞ � hÞ

	 


þ erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask þ aðkÞ � h� pÞ

	 


� erf
kWeffffiffiffi

2
p ðhmask � aðkÞ � h� pÞ

	 

� 2

)
; (B6)

where erfc is the complementary error function.27 For k < kmask, we
set aðkÞ ¼ aðkþmaskÞ to avoid discontinuities, but note that Eq. (B6)
cannot be expected to provide accurate results for k < kmask due to
the limitations of the simplified mask model.

APPENDIX C: RESPONSE OF A STRAIGHT MASK

As straight masks have been, and are currently, employed in a
number of different PCI systems,5,15,16,18 we compute m0 and mk

for a Gaussian beam in the plasma with such masks, to facilitate the
use of the theory developed here at other devices. As illustrated in
Fig. 17, mk for a straight mask can be obtained using Eq. (B6) with
aðkÞ ¼ arcsinðkmask=kÞ (for k > kmask) or arcsinð1Þ ¼ p=2 (for
k < kmask); kmask is the half-width of the mask slit in k0 space (cf.
Fig. 17). This is in agreement with previous estimates.5,18

To compute m0 for a straight mask, we note that the result will
be independent of hmask due to the h0 symmetry of FðPaE0Þ from

Eq. (16). We can, therefore, orient the k0x axis along the mask
groove, as shown in Fig. 17, such that the integration limits in the
numerator of Eq. (7) are k0x 2� �1;1½ and k0y 2� � kmask; kmask½.
Performing the integral over the circular aperture near the plasma
in Cartesian coordinates, combined with the definitions of F and
F�, then yields

jFðPaE0Þj2

¼ jE0ð0Þj2
ða
�a

ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffia2�x02
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�x02

p e�ðx02þy02Þ=W2�iðk0xx0þk0yy
0Þdy0

 !
dx0

" #

	
ða
�a

ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffia2�x002
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�x002

p e�ðx002þy002Þ=W2þiðk0xx00þk0yy
00Þdy00

 !
dx00

" #
:

(C1)

Equation (C1) can be plugged into Eq. (7), allowing the k0x and k0y
integrals to be evaluated,

Ð1
�1 eik

0
xðx00�x0Þdk0x ¼ 2pdðx00 � x0Þ (where d

is the Dirac delta distribution) and
Ð kmask

�kmask
eik

0
yðy00�y0 Þdk0y

¼ 2 sin½ksðy00 � y0Þ�=ðy00 � y0Þ, with the result that

m0 ¼ 4
p2ð1� e�2a2=W2ÞW2

	
ða
0

 ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffia2�x02
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�x02

p

(ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffia2�x02
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2�x02

p
sin kmaskðy00 � y0Þ½ �

y00 � y0

	 e�ð2x02þy02þy002Þ=W2
dy00
)
dy0
!
dx0; (C2)

in Eq. (C2), we have also used the fact that the integrand is an even
function of x0, along with Eq. (17). While, in general, the integrals
in Eq. (C2) cannot be evaluated analytically, they involve a well-
behaved integrand and a finite integration domain. This makes Eq.
(C2) suitable for numerical evaluation, which is further facilitated
by rewriting it as

FIG. 17. Illustration of a straight mask in k0 space. When calculating m0, the k0x axis
is oriented parallel to the groove of the straight mask.
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	e�n2�g2�g02 dg0
)
dg

!
dn; (C3)

where sincð�Þ ¼ sinðp �Þ=ðp �Þ. Equation (C3) is evaluated using the
SciPy function tplquad.

Before computing m0 numerically, we determine its value ana-
lytically in the Gaussian and Airy disk limits. For a ! 1; e�2a2=W2

! 0 and the limits of integration in Eq. (C2) can be extended to
61. Thus, the y0 and y00 integrals can be evaluated using the convo-
lution theorem,45 while the x0 integral is a standard Gaussian inte-
gral, giving

m0ðGaussianÞ ¼ erf
kmaskWffiffiffi

2
p

� �
: (C4)

This is also the result for a pure Gaussian beam. For W ! 1;
1� e�2a2=W2 ! 2a2=W2 and the Gaussian functions in the inte-
grand of Eq. (C2) may be set to 1, yielding

m0ðAiry DiskÞ ¼ 16
3p2

kmaska 2F3 1=2; 1; 3=2; 3=2; 5=2;�k2maska
2

� �
;

(C5)

where 2F3 is the generalized hypergeometric series;28 this is also the
Airy disk result.

We now plot m0 computed based on Eq. (C3), along with the
asymptotic versions from Eqs. (C4) and (C5), vs W/a in Fig. 18.
Figure 18 appears qualitatively similar to Fig. 4, with the exact m0

following the Gaussian approximation for small W/a, but eventually
reaching a maximum and decreasing toward the Airy disk value for
large W/a. The value of kmask ¼ 2:205=a (corresponding to a slit
width of 0:96mm at W7-X) in Fig. 18 has been chosen such that
the estimated W at the maximum of m0,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2a=kmask

p ¼ 0:9524a,
corresponds to the typical value of W ¼ 40mm at W7-X. This is

confirmed by numerical evaluation of the position of the maximum
of m0 in Fig. 18.

APPENDIX D: FIT QUALITY OF EFFECTIVE GAUSSIAN
MODEL

The fit quality of Mk ¼ m0mk resulting from Eqs. (19) and (22),
with Weff from Eq. (24), is illustrated in Fig. 19 for k ¼ 3:7 cm�1 (the
typical sound wave calibration k at W7-X4), a ¼ 42mm; a ¼ 5�, and
kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1. In the top, middle, and bottom panels of Fig. 19,
W ¼ 20; 40; and 400mm, respectively. Apart from the approximate
Mk , we also plot Mk calculated by numerical evaluation of the mk

FIG. 18. m0 vs W/a using the exact (solid line), Gaussian (dashed line), and Airy
disk (dashed-dotted line) models for a straight mask with kmaska ¼ 2:205.
The value of kmaska is chosen such that the estimated maximum of m0 occurs at
W ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2a=kmask
p ¼ 40mm for W7-X-like parameters.

FIG. 19. Mk calculated numerically (solid circles) and using Eq. (22) with Weff
from Eq. (24) (dashed lines) or Weff ¼ W (dashed-dotted lines) for a ¼ 5�;
k ¼ 3:7 cm�1; a ¼ 42mm, and kmask ¼ 1:6 cm�1. In the top, middle, and bottom
panels, W ¼ 20; 40; and 400mm, respectively.
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given by Eq. (8), with E0 from Eq. (15), and Mk calculated using the
mk from Eq. (22) with Weff ¼ W. For W ¼ 20mm, corresponding to
W=a ¼ 0:476, all three models are in close agreement, showing that
the approximate Gaussian mk from Eq. (22) closely reproduces the
numerical result when the influence of the aperture is small
(W=a < 0:5, cf. Fig. 5). When W ¼ 40mm, which is the typical case
at W7-X and corresponds to W=a ¼ 0:952, the approximateMk with
Weff from Eq. (24) remains close to the numerical result, while the
approximate form with Weff ¼ W has a significantly narrower transi-
tion region around hmask � h ¼ a. This indicates that the influence of
the aperture on the beam spot size can be modeled accurately by the
Weff from Eq. (24) at typical W7-X parameters. ForW ¼ 400mm, cor-
responding to W=a ¼ 9:52 and used to investigate a case close to the
Airy disk diffraction pattern, the approximate Mk with Weff from Eq.
(24) still resembles the numerical result. It does, however, fall off signifi-
cantly faster for large hmask � h, due to the use of a Gaussian function
to approximate the Airy disk diffraction pattern. On the other hand, the
approximate Mk with Weff ¼ W shows an almost step-like behavior
around hmask � h ¼ a, indicating that the ability of the mask to provide
localized PCI measurements is almost entirely limited by diffraction
from the aperture in this case. Based on Fig. 19, we conclude that the
approximate Mk with Weff from Eq. (24) is close to the numerical
value for the k andW values relevant to W7-X.

APPENDIX E: COMPUTATION OF THE FULL SYNTHETIC
PCI SIGNAL WITH A MASK

To evaluate Eq. (2) numerically, F and F�1 are computed
using the fft.fft2 and fft.ifft2 functions from NumPy,
respectively. Ea from Eq. (1) is evaluated on a 256	 256 point (x, y)
grid with linear spacing in the intervals x; y 2 ½�a; a�. FðEaÞ is eval-
uated on a 4096	 4096 point ðk0x; k0yÞ grid (to ensure convergence)

with linear spacing in the intervals k0x; k
0
y 2 ½�k0max; k

0
max�, where

k0max ¼ 255p=ð2aÞ ¼ 95:4 cm�1 is the Nyquist wave number of the
(x, y) grid. The larger number of points in the ðk0x; k0yÞ grid is

obtained by zero-padding of Ea. Next, Tp and Pm are evaluated on
the ðk0x; k0yÞ grid, and F�1½TpPmFðEaÞ� is computed on an (x, y)

grid similar to the one used for Ea by removing the zero-padding.
We then obtain Iim, which can be numerically integrated over the
scaled PCI detector elements, as described in Ref. 7. The power on
each detector element is finally split into a DC part and an AC part,
used to calculate the noise and PCI signal, respectively.7

APPENDIX F: MHDMODE MODEL FOR SYNTHETIC PCI
INVESTIGATIONS

We use an ad hoc MHD mode model that is conceptually simi-
lar to the simplified model used for turbulence studies in Ref. 6. The
MHD mode is modeled by modifying jqtorj to

qarg ¼ jqtorj þ ~qtor sinðmh� � 2pfMHDt þ h�0Þ; (F1)

where m is the poloidal mode number, h� is the poloidal PEST
angle,46 ~qtor ¼ ~qtorðjqtorjÞ is the radial amplitude profile of the
MHD mode, fMHD is the rotation frequency of the MHD mode, and
h�0 is the phase of the MHD mode at h�; t ¼ 0. While Eq. (F1)

describes a simple MHD mode containing only one m component,
it can easily be generalized to include modes with ballooning char-
acter through the introduction of a h�-dependent ~qtor. We do, how-
ever, note that localization techniques relying on the mode structure
being aligned with the background B will not necessarily be valid
for ballooning modes.47 Following Ref. 41, we consider a Gaussian
~qtor,

~qtor ¼ a0 e
�ðjqtorj�q0Þ2=w2

; (F2)

with q0 being the radial center of the mode, w being the radial
width of the mode, and a0 being the amplitude of the mode at its
center. Assuming that the background electron density,
ne0 ¼ ne0ðjqtorjÞ, remains constant on the perturbed flux surfaces,
we can then obtain ~ne ¼ ne0ðqargÞ � ne0ðjqtorjÞ, which is used as
input for the synthetic PCI diagnostic.7 For the MHD mode shown
in Fig. 16, we have used the ne0 profile from Fig. 2 of Ref. 33. The
synthetic PCI spectra in Fig. 15 are computed by adding the turbu-
lent ~ne used for computing Fig. 13 to the ~ne associated with the
MHD mode.
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